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Reasonable Notice for Wrongful
Dismissal
Court versus Human Resource Decisions
HELEN LAM
KAY DEVINE
This study identifies and compares the severance compensation
determinants of legal and human resource (HR) professionals,
using court cases and a policy-capturing HR survey. Results
confirmed that HR practitioners not only considered the factors
critical in court decisions, which were length of service, age, em-
ployment status, and labour market conditions, but also had eco-
nomic and social justice concerns as revealed by significant factors
such as a company’s financial situation and reason for dismissal.
Certain HR decision-makers’ characteristics were also found to
influence the decisions. Overall, HR notices were shorter than
court notices in similar situations. Implications of such findings
are discussed.
A wrongful dismissal claim is a common-law recourse for non-union
employees in Canada to seek compensation in the event of employer-initi-
ated terminations other than for just cause. Wrongful dismissals cover a
broad range of situations, from terminations due to employee performance
to terminations arising purely out of economic necessity. Such a dismissal
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is described as “wrongful” because the employer is said to have commit-
ted a breach of an implied employment contract term, namely, the indefi-
nite term of hiring. In such events, the employer is required to pay severance
compensation, the major component of which is the reasonable notice pe-
riod or wages in lieu of notice. Severance compensation has been a topic
of growing importance as many organizations strive to gain competitive-
ness by downsizing and restructuring. For obvious reasons, the determina-
tion of reasonable notice periods is important to employers, legal
professionals, human resource (HR) practitioners and employees. How-
ever, systematic research on it has been meagre and what is “reasonable”
remains questionable. This study will examine the determinants of reason-
able notice periods for two groups of decision-makers: legal and HR pro-
fessionals. Although most severance compensation decisions do not end
up in litigation, legal decisions are important as they influence HR deci-
sions. As such, the analysis of them forms the first part of the study. The
second part examines the HR decisions from a multi-theoretical approach
as such decisions are likely more complex due to various other forces at
work, including economic and social ones. Finally, a comparison is made
between the legal and HR perspectives to see how they are similar to or
different from each other.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND PRIOR RESEARCH
Legal literature has recognized a number of factors used by judges to
determine notice periods. According to Levitt (1992), the list consists of
over 100 factors. On the other hand, HR manuals or consultant reports often
suggest some simple rule-of-thumb formulae such as one month per year
of service for management employees. The two extremes have caused much
confusion for decision-makers. Some authors in the legal literature have
helped to qualitatively identify the more important factors. The most com-
monly adopted factors came from the landmark case, Bardal v. Globe and
Mail Ltd. ([1960] Ontario Weekly Notes 253 at 255), which states:
There could be no catalogue laid down as to what was reasonable notice in
particular classes of cases. The reasonableness of the notice must be decided
with reference to each particular case, having regard to the character of the
employment, the length of service of the servant, the age of the servant and
the availability of similar employment, having regard to the experience, train-
ing and qualifications of the servant.
Other factors that have been cited as potentially important include the
economic climate, the industry norms, the hiring circumstances, employee
performance and mitigation factors (Harris 1980; Mole 1990; Levitt 1992;
Sproat 1995). Such literature, however, helps little in quantifying decisions.367 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
On the quantitative side, there have been only a handful of studies
done. McShane (1983), McShane and McPhillips (1987), Wagar and
Jourdain (1992) all found length of service, employment status in terms of
either job status or salary and year of the decision positively related to the
notice period. Some of these studies also indicate age, special hiring cir-
cumstance and a poor labour market were associated with a longer notice.
In a relatively small sample study in Ontario, Liznick (1987) only found
length of service, job status and salary to be significant predictors. Harris
(1989: 4–43–4–49) reported a study by Fisher and Goodfield on their com-
puter database categorizing employees by occupation, age and length of
service. It confirmed a higher award for more recent cases and rebutted
the common belief of the “rule-of-thumb” formula, although there appeared
some evidence the 1-month-per-year rule applied more to cases between 8
to 13 years of service. Rights Associates’ 1992 survey on 402 HR practi-
tioners across Canada confirmed that 98% of the respondents used years
of service in the calculations of severance followed by 74% using posi-
tion, 63% using salary, 60% using age, and 48% using the reason for ter-
mination (Raices 1992). Four years later, Rights Associates (1996)
confirmed that these factors continued to serve as the bases for severance
compensation decisions in organizations. Apparently some general formu-
lae were adopted by most of the 378 organizations surveyed with the 1-
month-per-year of service formula most commonly applied to department
head levels and above.
While the Rights Associates’ studies have provided some useful in-
formation to HR practitioners, the confirmation that a factor was used in a
decision did not indicate the weight attached to it. On the positive side,
the studies have shed light on the possibility that the factors considered by
HR practitioners may not be the same as those of the legal professionals.
For example, labour market conditions, generally said to be an important
factor from the legal perspective, were not considered by the majority of
HR respondents as a significant factor, while reason for dismissal, not com-
monly viewed as a prominent factor in legal notice period decisions, was
taken into account by almost half of the participants in the first study and
slightly less in the second.
The scanty systematic empirical research, limited number of factors
used in each study, inconsistencies in some of the factors’ significance,
apparent shifting trends identified in these studies, possible differences
between the legal and HR perspectives and the lack of a theoretical frame-
work for understanding the decisions imply that a more up-to-date study
on both the legal and HR perspective is needed. It is to this end that the
current study is directed.368 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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THE LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
An analysis of the legal decisions for severance compensation is im-
portant to provide a reference point for legal professionals as well as a
basis for the comparison with the HR decisions that will be captured in the
second part of the study.
Court decisions on wrongful dismissal are based on common law, in
which the abidance by legal precedents and legal principles are paramount.
Therefore, it is not surprising that there is a general lack of a theoretical
framework for explaining such decisions. Nonetheless, prior research and
relevant legal literature provide an understanding of the possible decision
criteria that inform our hypotheses. For example, the occupational level,
salary, and length of service of an employee are believed to relate to his or
her specialization and employability. The implicit assumption is there are
fewer positions available at the more senior and specialized levels, making
it more difficult to find comparable jobs at those levels. To a certain extent,
industry differences may also be related to the nature of the employment
and employability. Older employees are believed to encounter more diffi-
culties in finding alternative employment. It is also more difficult to find
employment in a tight labour market situation. The more difficult it is for
the employee to find a comparable job, the longer the notice period should
be. While hiring circumstances may not be directly related to employability,
it is assumed that employees lured into new employment or relocating to
take up employment would have incurred additional costs that need to be
compensated in the event of termination. As an employee is expected to
perform satisfactorily in his or her job, some judges have considered an
employee’s job performance to be a factor in the compensation. Mitigation
is another factor the judges would likely consider as the need for the claimant
to mitigate the damage seems to be a generally adopted legal principle.
It seems that courts may consider more than just what is fair to the
employee in granting the compensation as they have to balance between
the rights and the efficiency paradigms. The former puts a premium on the
employee’s dignity and autonomy while the latter on the employer’s free-
dom to pursue profitability (England 1995). For example, under the effi-
ciency paradigm, a lower award would be favoured in times of
organizational economic difficulty.
Hence, from the legal literature and prior research, we can establish
the following hypotheses.
Hypotheses
All else equal, the notice period awarded by courts is related to the
following factors in the direction shown in brackets:369 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
H-A1: employee’s length of service (+)
H-A2: employee’s age (+)
H-A3: employee’s occupational level (+)
H-A4: employee’s salary (+)
H-A5: special hiring circumstances, i.e., relocation
or enticed away from secure employment (+)
H-A6(a): good employee performance (+)
H-A6(b): bad employee performance (–)
H-A7(a): diligent mitigation efforts by employee (+)
H-A7(b): lack of mitigation efforts by employee (–)
H-A8(a): unemployment rate (+)
H-A8(b): unfavorable labour market condition (this factor
is case-specific, unlike the unemployment rate
factor) (+)
H-A9: poor company financial performance (–)
H-A10: industry differences:
Construction (–)
Government/quasi-government (+)
Control factors that are included are employee gender and year of the
decision. Although gender has not been proven statistically significant in
prior studies, other studies on legal issues involving arbitration decisions
(e.g., Bemmels 1988a, 1988b, 1991) have found that the gender of the
employee could be an important factor. As for the year of decision, most
prior empirical studies indicated a positive relation with the notice period,
but this significant finding has received little explanation and might well
be due to other factors such as the unemployment situation. Further, it is
understandable that (a) the notice period cannot forever continue to rise
without a good reason; (b) courts tend to place an upper limit on the no-
tices; and (c) the interest of the employer might be receiving increasing
attention. The year of the decision was therefore included in the analysis
to determine if the previous findings of significance are still valid.
Data and Methodology
A total of 132 cases on wrongful dismissal in Alberta decided between
1970 and 1996 are included in the current analysis. This time period was
chosen because of the lack of Alberta published reports before that time.
These cases are reported in various publications including the Alberta
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Weekly Report, as well as the Unreported Alberta Decisions held in the
University of Alberta Law Library. In locating these cases, the Canadian
Abridgement (2
nd ed. Vol. R14A September 1996 reissue and R14A Sup-
plement by Carswell Thomson Professional Publishing), an index with case
summaries and reference to the published reports, was used as the main
source of reference. As a supplement, the Alberta Decision, which gives
summaries of selected published and unpublished cases, was also used.
The cases were read and coded by two independent researchers to enhance
reliability. The descriptions of the explanatory variables are given in
Table 1. Linear regression analyses were performed, with the notice period
(NOTICE) in number of months as the dependent variable.
TABLE 1
Explanatory Variables for Regression Analyses: Legal Part
Variable Name Descriptions
AGE Age of the employee measured in years.
OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL Occupational code of the employee measured on a scale
of 1 to 4 as follows:
1. for clerical/sales/manual workers
2. for supervisor or senior clerical and equivalent
3. for professionals, junior and middle management
4. for senior management
(mutually exclusive categories in ascending order of job
status or level of responsibility).
SALARY Salary of the employee, including commission, converted
to 1996 constant dollar term using the average weekly
earnings index (Statistics Canada Catalogues 72–201, 72–
202, and 72–002), with a natural log transformation to
achieve a more normal shaped distribution.
LENGTH OF SERVICE Length of service of the employee measured in years with
a natural log transformation to achieve a more normal
shaped distribution.
GENDER Gender of the employee dichotomously coded (0 for male
and 1 for female).
GOOD PERFORMANCE Dummy variable for good employee performance as ac-
knowledged by the judge indicated by wordings as “ex-
emplary,” “excellent,” “very good,” “very satisfactory,”
or “entirely satisfactory.”
BAD PERFORMANCE Dummy variable for bad employee performance as ac-
knowledged by the judge indicated by wordings as “not
commendable” or “not an exemplary but a complaining
employee” and situations where near causes were found or
where just causes were found with provisional notice given.
LACK MITIGATION Dummy variable for lack of mitigation efforts on the em-
ployee’s part as acknowledged by the judge.371 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
TABLE 1 (continued)
Variable Name Descriptions
GOOD MITIGATION Dummy variable for diligent or excellent mitigation ef-
forts on the employee’s part as acknowledged by the judge.
COMPANY PERFORMANCE Dummy variable for poor organizational performance as
acknowledged by the judge.
HIRING Dummy variable for the existence of special hiring cir-
cumstances, having been lured into employment or relo-
cated to take up the employment from which the employee
was terminated.
LABOUR MARKET* Dummy variable for poor labour market condition from
the employee’s perspective as acknowledged by the judge.
UNEMPLOYMENT* Unemployment rate averaged over the period of one year
around the time of termination (seasonally adjusted series
in Statistics Canada Catalogues 71–201–XPB and 71–201
Annual).
YEAR The last two digits of the year of the trial decision, or in
the case of an appeal overturning the trial decision, the
year of the appeal decision.
IND_MANUFACTURING Dummy variable for manufacturing and trading industries.
IND_SERVICE Dummy variable for service industries.
IND_OIL Dummy variable for oil and gas and related industries.
IND_CONSTRUCTION Dummy variable for construction and related industries.
IND_GOVT Dummy variable for government or quasi-government
organizations.
* While UNEMPLOYMENT refers to the general unemployment situation, LABOUR
MARKET looks at the case-specific employment difficulties, recognizing the possibility
that the general unemployment conditions may not always reflect the situations for certain
locations or occupations. The correlation between the two in this study is non-significant
(at 0.115).
Findings and Discussions
The results of the regression analyses, including a full model and two
reduced models, are shown in Table 2.
Consistent with prior studies, age, length of service, and salary level
were found to be significant factors. The findings confirm that the longer
the length of service, the greater the age or the higher the salary, the longer
the notice period awarded. The employee’s occupational level was also
found to be significant in the partial models, indicating that a higher occu-
pational level is associated with a longer notice period. In the full model,
the coefficient is still in the direction predicted. It is noted that the inclu-
sion of the dummy variable for the construction industry in particular372 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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TABLE 2
Regression Results: Legal Part
(Dependent Variable: NOTICE)
Unstandardized Regression Coefficients
(a) (b) (c)
Constant –59.74+++ –45.33+++ –37.91+++
AGE 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.188***
SALARY 4.534*** 3.118*** 2.813***
OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL 0.525 1.026*** 0.887***
LENGTH OF SERVICE 2.673*** 2.799*** 2.915***
LABOUR MARKET 1.177 1.257*** 1.218***
BAD PERFORMANCE 0.474 0.224
GOOD PERFORMANCE 0.798 0.957
HIRING –1.206 –0.549
GOOD MITIGATION –0.440 –0.286
LACK MITIGATION 0.240 –0.242
COMPANY PERFORMANCE –0.248 –1.068
GENDER 1.072 1.590
UNEMPLOYMENT 0.155 0.243
YEAR 0.036 0.009
IND_MANUFACTURING 0.356
IND_SERVICE 0.518
IND_OIL –0.241
IND_CONSTRUCTION –2.794***
IND_GOVT 2.571***
R
2 0.845 0.794 0.765
Adjusted R
2 0.792 0.745 0.748
(a) Full model with the industry variables.
(b) Partial model with all variables except the industry variables. (The relatively
small sample size has made it necessary to reduce the number of variables
used, and since the number of cases per industry was small and industry vari-
ables had not been proven significant in previous studies, they were taken out
to run this partial model.)
(c) Reduced model with only the most significant variables: AGE, LENGTH OF
SERVICE, OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL, SALARY, and LABOUR MARKET.
*** p < 0.001 (1-tailed) * p < 0.05 (1-tailed) +++ p < 0.001 (2-tailed)
Notes:
1. The total number of cases is 132. Listwise deletion reduced N to 75 (excluding
one outlier) due to missing values mainly for age or salary. Further analyses
were done using pairwise deletion and estimation method (with age and salary
estimated from the other variables) to increase the size of N and for cross-vali-
dation. The results of these two supplementary methods are comparable to the373 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
listwise deletion approach with the exceptions of LABOUR MARKET,
IND_CONSTRUCTION and IND_GOVT which were not found to be signifi-
cant in the supplementary methods (but the signs were consistent with the
listwise deletion method).
2. Although some employee characteristics variables, e.g., LENGTH OF
SERVICE, OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL, SALARY, and AGE are expected to
be correlated, with the highest correlation among them at 0.58 (between
OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL AND SALARY), collinearity diagnostics in the
regression did not indicate any major multicollinearity problems (condition
numbers involved are less than the benchmark value given in Jobson 1991:
283).
reduced the significance of occupational level. Since construction had a
relatively larger proportion of employees in the lower occupational group-
ings, when a relatively short notice period was given, it could be due to
the employee being in the construction industry or in the lower occupa-
tion levels. As such, the inclusion of the industry variable affected the oc-
cupational level variable. In view of the small number of cases for each
industry, past research findings that support the occupational level vari-
able, and the fact that the re-running of the regressions without the salary
variable (SALARY), another indicator for the employment status’ always
gives rise to very significant coefficients for the occupational level, it would
not be advisable to exclude the occupational level factor in favour of the
industry variables. Despite the correlation between occupational level and
salary, both variables are significant in the final reduced model (column
c). The results, therefore, support H-A1 to H-A4, which propose a posi-
tive relation between the notice period, and length of service, age, occupa-
tional level, and salary respectively. As for H-A5 on the presence of
enticement into employment or relocation on hiring to positively relate to
the notice period, the coefficients are not even in the direction predicted.
This is probably due to the small number of cases involved in such hiring
circumstances, chance occurrence, and the likelihood that such hiring fac-
tors are important in cases only where a termination occurs within a very
short time frame of hiring.
H-A6(a) and (b) predict that the notice award will be related to
employee performance. There is no statistically significant evidence at
the 5% conventional level to show the relation although the GOOD
PERFORMANCE coefficients had a positive sign. As there is a moderate
positive correlation between this variable (p-value = 0.079, two-tailed) and
the notice period, and the regression results (column b) give p-values of
less than 0.10 (one-tailed), future studies may wish to focus on this vari-
able. With an apparent shift in organizations towards efficiency, if the courts
share this organizational view, this factor may gain significance over time.374 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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As for bad performance, there is no indication that this will lead to the
lowering of the notice period. In fact, the direction of the effect is oppo-
site of the effect predicted. This may reflect the courts’ general attitude
against taking the middle-of-the-road approach. That is, employee perform-
ance should only affect the decision of whether there is just cause or not,
and once just cause has not been proven, the notice decision should be
independent of employee performance. This is in line with the Supreme
Court decision (Dowling v. Halifax (City), 33 Canadian Cases on Employ-
ment Law (2d) 239) that ruled out the role of “near cause” in notice period
decisions. It should also be noted that there were only a few cases of poor
performance involved in these decisions as cases of poor performance that
fell within the scope of just cause had to be excluded. Hence, further cor-
roboration with a larger sample of poor performance cases may be needed.
H-A7(a) and (b) relate to the effects of mitigation efforts on the notice
period. Neither good mitigation efforts nor a lack of mitigation efforts was
found to be significantly related to the notice period. As the coefficients
of good mitigation efforts actually have a sign contrary to prediction, it is
likely that good mitigation efforts do not lead to any increase in notice.
The small number of cases involving special mitigation efforts, however,
makes any findings tentative.
H-A8(a) specifically looks at the relation of the unemployment rate
on the notice period. Despite the common belief that the notice period
should be related to the difficulty of finding alternative employment and
that unemployment rate is a good indicator of such a difficulty, unemploy-
ment rate was not found to be a significant factor. Its direction was as that
predicted. It shows that judges probably did not take note of the unem-
ployment rate to any great extent. As the overall unemployment rate for
the province might be regarded as too general, judges might tend to rely
on case-specific situations as presented by the parties, such as how many
comparable jobs had been advertised and how many jobs the employee
had unsuccessfully applied for. In this regard, it is not surprising to find
support for H-A8(b). As predicted by this hypothesis, the variable LABOUR
MARKET, which captures the case-specific labour market situation as re-
vealed by the judges’ comments and other evidence presented is signifi-
cant. Yet, as compared with the prior research work, which suggests that
this factor was gaining significance, the findings here seem to suggest
otherwise. LABOUR MARKET was only found to be marginally signifi-
cant. As the labour market condition is often associated with the economy,
it is likely that a poor labour market exists alongside a business downturn.
In the future, if a shift from the rights paradigm (which emphasizes labour
rights and autonomy) to the efficiency paradigm (which emphasizes or-
ganizational efficiencies and profits) occurs, LABOUR MARKET is likely
to become a less significant factor.375 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
Related to the efficiency discussion is H-A9, which involves the bad
organizational performance factor. If an organization is in financial trouble,
it is expected that there might be some relief in its severance obligation, as
some court decisions were known to have taken such a position. Although
this factor does not reach statistical significance, its coefficients are in the
direction predicted. No previous research has included this factor before.
It would be interesting to see if there is any developing trend in this area.
H-A10 hypothesizes that there are industry differences for the notice
decision. More specifically, for the construction industry where there are
seasonal fluctuations and employment is usually viewed to be of a less
permanent nature, the results suggest the notice period could be lower.
Conversely, a higher notice award was associated with government and
quasi-government organizations that are usually fairly large, and unlike
private organizations, are less likely to have ability-to-pay problems. While
the findings highlight some possible industry differences, in view of the
limited number of cases for each industry, the results would require further
corroboration.
The year of the decision factor is not significant when the unemploy-
ment rate is included. However, when the unemployment rate is excluded,
the coefficient for the year of the decision decreased substantially, though
not to the extent of being statistically significant. This raises doubt on
whether the significance of the year of the decision variable found in prior
studies might have been due to the omission of the unemployment rate
factor. Probably, it is the macro-economic unemployment situation that
matters rather than the year of the decision per se.
Similar to prior research, gender of the employee was found to be non-
significant. In terms of possible discrimination against females in the court
decisions, the positive sign of the coefficients (which means the notice
period is more in favour of the female gender) does not confirm the exist-
ence of sex discrimination.
Overall, the models were able to explain the NOTICE variance very
well, with an adjusted R
2 ranging from 0.75 to 0.79. Analyses with inter-
action variables did not reveal significant interaction effects.
In sum, similar to prior research, length of service, age, salary, and
occupational level were identified as significant factors. The labour mar-
ket condition is marginally significant whereas the unemployment rate is
not. Contrary to previous studies, the year of the decision is not a critical
factor. There also seem to be industry differences especially for the con-
struction industry, and government and quasi-government organizations.
The consistent directions of the factors relating to good employee perform-
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further examined as there is the potential that they may gain significance
with a possible shift towards efficiency concerns. Overall, there are a
number of interesting variables being studied here but due to the limited
number of cases, future research along these lines is necessary. For the
present study, the 5 factors in the reduced model are the most significant
factors determining the notice period decisions in Alberta for the period
under study. These factors are therefore incorporated into the construction
of the survey for the second part of this study.
THE HUMAN RESOURCE PERSPECTIVE
Hypotheses
If the determination of notice period is a complex decision from the
legal perspective, it is bound to be more so in an organizational setting
from the HR perspective. Mitroff (1983: xii) considers that real life prob-
lems in organizations have many dimensions, many forces are at work and
many different values in conflict. It is unlikely that one single theory is
sufficient to explain the phenomenon. Therefore, four approaches are used
to look at the notice period determinants: legal, economic or financial,
social, and individual decision-makers’ characteristics. It should be noted
that theories under each approach may not be mutually exclusive. Since
this research is exploratory in nature, it is important that the hypotheses
are set not only with theoretical support, but also based on qualitative in-
formation supplied by HR practitioners in real organizational settings. The
latter information was obtained by semi-structured interviews with 13 HR
practitioners in various industries, including manufacturing, construction,
oil and gas, consulting, mining, financial services, retail, public utility,
biochemical, and forestry. They had HR experience ranging from 3 to over
40 years, with the majority at 10 or more years and holding senior posi-
tions.
Under the legal approach, it is expected that HR decisions will be in-
fluenced by legal decisions as practitioners tend to avoid costly and time-
consuming litigation. All practitioners interviewed agreed that court
decisions were important considerations. Thus, factors found to be signifi-
cant predictors in the court decisions are hypothesized to be significant
determinants too for HR decisions.
H-B1: All else being equal, (a) length of service, (b) age, (c) occupational
level, (d) salary, and (e) labour market condition are critical factors under the
HR perspective.
Other than considering the legal implications, HR practitioners are
likely to have economic and financial concerns. Economically rational377 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
decision-makers would view severance compensation as an economic ex-
change and pursue cost minimization in the transaction. Swift (1983) sug-
gests that the severance compensation offered by organizations may be
the expected value of the court settlement less the litigation costs to the
employee. Hence,
H-B2: All else being equal, the notice period awarded by the HR practitioners
will be shorter than that awarded by the courts in a given circumstance.
Risk and expected values are integral elements in economic decisions.
It can be expected that if the perceived risk of litigation is high and practi-
tioners can have a choice of giving a higher or lower award, they would
opt for the higher award to reduce the risk of potential litigation. Thus,
H-B3: All else being equal, the notice period awarded by HR practitioners
will be longer when the perceived risk of litigation by the employee is high.
Numerous studies have found that organizational decisions, in particu-
lar decisions relating to the compensation policy, are determined in part
by the organization’s ability to pay (e.g., Lentz 1998; Levine 1993; Nay
1991; Werner and Gemeinhardt 1995; Young and Kaufman 1997). Most
HR interviewees agreed that this financial factor would become more im-
portant when many layoffs were involved. Therefore,
H-B4: All else being equal, the notice period awarded by HR practitioners
will be shorter when the organization’s financial situation is tight.
According to the human capital theory, length of service, salary and
occupational level are good indicators of the firm-specific investment made
by the employee in anticipation of a higher income in the future employ-
ment relationship. Early termination of the relationship results in a loss of
the expected yield and, hence, a need for compensation. As such, this theory
can lead to the same hypotheses as H-B1(a), (c) and (d). Moreover, since
women tend to spend less time in the labour force due to their child-care
and housework responsibilities, they may have less incentive to invest in
work skills (Becker 1975). This theory assumes the human capital accu-
mulation for women to be generally less than that of men, and the level of
compensation for their termination should be accordingly lower. There-
fore, an additional hypothesis generated from this theory is:
H-B5: All else being equal, notice periods awarded by the HR practitioners
will be longer if the employee’s gender is male.
This hypothesis can also be generated from the perspective of pure
gender bias against women in general. In the HR interviews, all the inter-
viewees said that they, themselves, would not use gender as a determining
criterion. Yet, some believed that gender might affect some other practi-
tioners’ decisions. One interviewee said he believed that there was
systematic bias out there against woman.378 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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Using a social approach, the equity principle or the need principle under
the social justice theory may be at work in severance compensation deci-
sions (Deutsch 1975). Generally, the equity principle looks at the contri-
butions made. Thus, indicators of contributions such as length of service,
occupational level, and salary (with the latter two believed to reflect the
rewards associated with contributions), mentioned in the H-B1 can also
be explained using this theory. Moreover, to the extent that equity theory
places emphasis on the differentiation between actions that are within or
without an individual’s control, it makes sense to provide a lower award
to a person whose fault leads to his or her termination than to a person
terminated for reasons beyond his or her control, such as organizational
restructuring. Thus, reason for termination may be a factor influencing the
severance notice decision.
Most HR practitioners interviewed were aware that there is always a
range to the notice decision, be it in civil courts or in organizations. Within
the bounds of consistency and legal obligations, many of them would try
to give a more generous award to employees leaving for non-performance
related reasons. “I’ll go the extra mile” or “I’ll bend over backwards for
them [the employees]” were the words used by some practitioners refer-
ring to layoffs of people who “just happened to be in the wrong place at
the wrong time.” Rights Associates have also shown in their studies that
one of the factors affecting severance compensation is the reason for ter-
mination (Raices 1992; Rights Associates 1996). Hence,
H-B6: All else being equal, notice periods awarded by the HR practitioners
will be shorter for employees terminated for performance than those termi-
nated for non-performance related reasons.
Under the need principle of justice, rewards should be given accord-
ing to what can meet the basic needs of the individual. From this perspec-
tive, the personal circumstances of the individual terminated from
employment should be taken into consideration. In the HR interviews, some
saw the organization as having a moral obligation to take care of their
employees. As such, they would take employee hardship into considera-
tion in the severance compensation. Therefore, it is expected that:
H-B7: All else being equal, the notice periods awarded by HR practitioners
will be longer when the terminated employee is perceived to suffer a high
degree of hardship resulting from the termination.
The need principle also predicts that poor labour market conditions
and age should be positively related to the notice period as it would be
more difficult for the employee to find alternative employment when the
market is tough and when they are older. Thus, these echo H-B1(b) and
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As an organization is a social system, one can expect HR practition-
ers’ decision-making to be largely influenced by the organizational culture,
such as the organization’s concern for its people (Jennings and Wattam
1998). It is proposed that where the organization’s concern for its mem-
bers is high, HR decision-makers are more inclined to help employees even
if it may mean a higher cost to the organization. In the interviews with HR
practitioners, there was the consensus that the organization’s culture should
and would determine the direction of severance compensation decisions.
Thus,
H-B8: All else being equal, the notice periods awarded by HR practitioners
will be longer if the organization has a high concern for its employees and
staff relations.
METHODOLOGY
A policy-capturing approach is used to find the decision criteria of
HR practitioners when awarding notice periods (Slovic and Lichtenstein
1971). A survey was constructed with 30 hypothetical scenarios (arranged
in different orders in four versions to avoid bias due to the ordering) and
the respondents were asked to render a decision for each scenario. The use
of common hypothetical scenarios allows for a consistent comparison
among decision-makers and avoids the unnecessary concerns of providing
actual sensitive and confidential employee information. Each scenario
contained 11 variables (see the second to twelfth variables in Table 3) with
values assigned to create different combinations. In making the decisions
about notice periods, respondents were asked to assume that they were an
HR consultant advising in a general non-union setting where there were
no prior specific contractual or policy constraints.
For variables that were likely to be naturally correlated, namely occu-
pational level, salary, age and length of service, the values of the variables
were sampled from the Alberta wrongful dismissal court cases analyzed
in the previous part. This was done by doing a cluster analysis on these
variables and sampling from each cluster. The values for the other vari-
ables were randomly assigned and confirmed to be not significantly corre-
lated with each other.
As equity is in the eyes of the beholder, different individuals may make
different decisions based on their background, experience and characteris-
tics. It is therefore important to control for the decision-maker characteris-
tics. The survey therefore captures such information, including the
respondent’s gender, age, HR experience, position level, level of involve-
ment in severance decisions, industry type, size of organization, HR pro-
fessional designation, and main severance compensation objectives (to380 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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avoid litigation, to help employees, or to be fiscally accountable to the
organization). A summary of the variables used in the survey, including
both the scenario variables and respondent characteristics variables is given
in Table 3.
TABLE 3
Variables Used: HR Part
Names in scenarios Variable name Descriptions
NOTICE Notice period (in months) considered
reasonable by HR practitioners.
Length of service LENGTH OF Employee’s length of service in years with a
SERVICE natural log transformation to achieve a more
normal shaped distribution.
Occupational level OCCUPATIONAL Occupational code of the employee measured
LEVEL on a scale of 1 to 4 as follows:
1 = non-supervisory (e.g., clerical, sales),
2 = supervisory (i.e., non-management
supervisors);
3 = middle/junior management; 4 = senior
management. (Mutually exclusive categories
in ascending order of job status or level of
responsibility.)
Salary SALARY Employee’s annual salary at 1998 dollar level
with a natural log transformation to achieve a
more normal shaped distribution.
Age AGE Employee’s age.
Labour market LABOUR The labour market condition for the terminated
MARKET employee at the time of condition
termination, coded: 0 = good; 1 = poor.
Company’s financial COMPANY The company’s financial situation at the time
situation FINANCE of termination, coded: 0 = good;
1 = poor.
Company’s concern CULTURE The company’s level of concern for the
for employees and employees and staff relations, coded:
staff relations 0 = low; 1 = high.
Risk of litigation LIGITATE The perceived level of risk of litigation, coded:
0 = low; 1 = high.
Reason for REASON The reason for the employee termination,
termination coded: 0 = restructuring (no fault on the
employee’s part); 1 = performance-related
(some fault on the employee’s part but not
sufficient for establishing just cause).
Gender GENDER The employee’s gender, coded: 1 = male;
2 = female.
Personal hardship PERSONAL The level of personal hardship on the employee
on  employee as a result of the termination, coded: 0 = low;
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TABLE 3 (continued)
Names in scenarios Variable name Descriptions
RES_GENDER Gender of the respondent coded: 1 = male;
2 = female.
RES_AGE Age of the respondent.
RES_CHRP Dichotomous coding for whether respondent
was a Certified Human Resources
Professional (CHRP): 1 = yes and 2 = no.
RES_HRYEAR Years of service in human resources for the
respondent.
RES_POST The respondent’s occupational level coded:
1 = Senior management;
2 = Middle/junior management;
3 = Non-management.
RES_MANU Dummy variable for respondent’s industry
being manufacturing.
RES_GOVT Dummy variable for respondent’s industry
being government or quasi-government.
RES_OIL&CON Dummy variable for respondent industry in
either construction or oil/gas.
The two industries are combined because they
both are subject to seasonal/cyclical fluctuations.
RES_INVOLVE The level of respondent’s involvement in
severance compensation decision,
coded: 1 = being the decision-maker in a
number of situations; 2 = playing a major role
in making the decision by giving recommen-
dations or advice; 3 = being involved in the
decision-making process and have had some
minor degree of influence; 4 = not being
involved in the decision-making but was
aware of the criteria for wrongful dismissal
decisions.
RES_SIZE Employment size of the respondent’s
organization with a natural log transformation
to achieve a more normal shaped distribution.
RES_LITIGATE Dummy variable for respondents ranking
avoiding litigation being their top severance
compensation objective.
RES_HELP Dummy variable for respondents ranking
helping employees as much as possible being
their top severance compensation objective.
The survey respondents were the members of two human resources
professional associations in Alberta, the Human Resources Management
Association of Edmonton (HRMAE) and the Human Resource Institute of
Alberta (HRIA). A total of 1,021 surveys were sent, with instructions stating382 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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that only individuals with responsibilities for or who had informed knowl-
edge on severance decisions should respond. One hundred and forty-nine
completed surveys were returned representing a response rate of 15%. The
low response was not surprising as a large number of the recipients were
in HR specializations other than severance compensation and had little
knowledge of severance decisions.
Findings and Discussions
After eliminating the outliers and the non-usable responses, 139 re-
sponses were used in the aggregate regression analysis. As the collinearity
diagnostics for this set of analyses indicated a strong collinearity between
occupational level and salary, inclusion of only one of such variables was
deemed to be sufficient. Analyses were, therefore, done with the two vari-
ables included separately. The results were very similar whether occupa-
tional level or salary was included. Table 4 gives the regression results
(when occupational level instead of salary was used) with only the scenario
variables found significant in the predicted direction included.
The R
2 for this regression is 0.55 meaning that the model was able to
explain 55% of the variance. A model including the respondent character-
istics (not shown here) gives an R
2 of 0.567. This means that most of the
variance was actually explainable by the scenario variables. Inclusion of
the respondent variables did not change the effects of the scenario vari-
ables. AGE, LENGTH OF SERVICE, and OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL have
positive coefficients, indicating that a higher value for these variables was
associated with a longer notice period, that is, the older the age, the longer
the service, or the more senior the occupational level, the longer the no-
tice period. Thus, H-B1(a), (b), and (c) are supported. (When salary was
included instead of occupational level, it also was a significant factor,
providing support for H-B1(d) as well.) A poor company financial situa-
tion (COMPANY FINANCE dummy coded 1) was associated with a lower
notice award, lending support for H-B4, whereas a poor labour market
condition (LABOUR MARKET dummy coded 1) was associated with a
higher award, supporting H-B1(e). The negative REASON coefficient
means termination due to restructuring (REASON = 0) was associated with
a longer notice as compared with termination due to performance-related
reasons (REASON = 1), supporting H-B6. GENDER is also significant in
this aggregate regression analysis, indicating that female terminated em-
ployees may be awarded longer notice periods as compared with male
employees. With the limitation that t-statistics in a repeated measures de-
sign may be inflated, caution must be exercised in determining if GEN-
DER, the t-statistics of which being the smallest among other significant
variables, is really a significant variable. While further research on this383 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
variable will be needed, the evidence helps to reject H-B5 that proposes
that the notice period would be in favour of male employees. As for H-B2
that predicts the HR awards to be lower than the court awards, a discus-
sion will be provided in the later comparison section. Among this list of
variables, LENGTH OF SERVICE contributes greatest to the variance. The
explanatory power of this variable measured by the difference in R
2 be-
tween this model and the model without this variable is 0.31 (31%). All
other variables were able to explain only one or two percent of the notice
variance.
There is no evidence to support H-B3 or H-B8 that the risk of litiga-
tion or a company culture in favour of caring for employees was related to
a longer notice period. The data did not point in the hypothesized direc-
tion. As for H-B7 that predicts a relation between the notice period and
TABLE 4
Regression Results with 7 Significant Scenario Variables Only: HR Part
(Dependent Variable: NOTICE)
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig
CONSTANT –5.929 .412 –14.392 .000
AGE .101 .008 .151 12.835 .000
COMPANY FINANCE –.874 .133 –.072 -6.553 .000
GENDER .658 .137 .054 4.791 .000
LENGTH OF SERVICE 3.838 .072 .650 53.317 .000
LABOUR MARKET 1.033 .142 .082 7.259 .000
OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL .317 .060 .057 5.312 .000
REASON –.868 .134 –.071 –6.500 .000
N = 4110 (after removing cases of missing values for NOTICE)
Note:
With one respondent answering a set of 30 scenarios, the observations are not totally
independent and the standard errors of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression
coefficients tend to be underestimated. However, the OLS regression estimates are still
unbiased. Especially when the regression is used for prediction purposes, the OLS is
still a good and valid method to use. One method suggested to handle this repeated
measures concern is introducing dummy variables to block within-person variance while
determining the remaining variance explained by the scenario variables (Tyler and
Steensma 1995). This controls for each subject’s idiosyncratic contribution to the over-
all regression and thus should yield accurate standard error estimates (Judge and Bretz
1992). In the current analysis, the inclusion of dummy variables did not change the
significance of any coefficients in the model, confirming that any correlation of error
terms here did not pose a problem in the interpretation of the regression results.384 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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personal hardship of the employee, the results were insignificant when
occupation level was included but significant when salary was included.
This inconclusive finding may be an area for future investigation.
Among the individual characteristics used as control variables, the
respondents’ years in HR (RES_HRYEAR), size of their organization
(RES_SIZE), whether their industry was manufacturing (RES_MANU),
and whether the avoidance of litigation was their main severance compen-
sation objective (D_LITIGATE), are significant at the p < 0.001 level. From
these results, it can be concluded that notice period was positively related
to the length of service in HR and the size of the organization. The manu-
facturing industry was associated with a shorter notice period. When avoid-
ance of litigation is the primary severance compensation concern, the
notices awarded were higher as compared with respondents whose main
objective was to help the employee or to be fiscally responsible to the or-
ganization.
Overall, the important determinants of notice period decisions relat-
ing to the scenario variables are length of service, occupational level or
salary, age, labour market conditions, the company’s financial situation,
the reason for termination, and possibly, the gender of the employee. The
most prominent determinant is the length of service. The results show that
various theoretical perspectives, namely, the legal, economic/financial, and
social, are operative, confirming that HR decisions are more complex than
simply following the legal perspective. In the following section, a com-
parison will be made between the legal and HR perspectives.
COMPARISON OF LEGAL AND HR PERSPECTIVES
A comparison of the HR practitioners’ decision model with that of the
legal perspective shows that some critical factors are quite consistent, with
length of service no doubt a very important explanatory variable under
both perspectives. Age and labour market conditions are found to be sig-
nificant in both legal and HR models. Employment status, in terms of ei-
ther salary or occupational level, is also a critical determinant under both
perspectives.
One purpose of this research was to determine if the legal and HR
perspectives deviate from each other. In this study, poor company perform-
ance was not found to be statistically significant under the court decisions
although it was in the direction predicted. This factor probably only comes
into the picture in a near-bankruptcy situation. In the HR decisions, poor
company financial situation was a significant determinant that may reduce
an average notice period decision by almost a month.385 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
Poor employee performance was also found to be insignificant in court
decisions. This empirical finding, together with the Supreme Court deci-
sion in 1998 (Dowling v. Halifax (City), 33 Canadian Cases on Employ-
ment Law (2d) 239), confirms that “near cause” plays no role in the legal
notice period decisions. However, for the HR practitioners, not only was
the performance-related termination situation found to lower their notice
period decisions, as expressed by some interviewees, some actually felt
that it should be the case. A quite common view from the HR interviewees
was that it was fair and justifiable to help the employees terminated for
non-performance-related reasons more than those terminated for some fault
of the employee’s own, as long as it did not jeopardize the overall consist-
ency of the application of their severance policies.
The other variable that was found to be significant under the HR deci-
sions but not in the court decisions was the gender of the employee. How-
ever, as suggested in the HR analyses section, the significant finding needs
to be corroborated. Nonetheless, it would be advisable for the HR practi-
tioners to ignore the gender effect as decisions based simply on gender
difference are discriminatory, which contravenes human rights legislation.
After comparing which variables are significant, the next question is
whether there is a difference in the overall magnitude of the notice deci-
sions. This will be dealt with using a general descriptive approach, fol-
lowed by a statistical analysis.
Using the reduced model in column (c) in Table 2 as the legal model
and the model in Table 4 as the HR model, the notice periods awarded
under the two perspectives for different occupational groupings in an aver-
age situation are shown in Table 5. In this comparison, the individual char-
acteristics variables for the HR perspective were not included because (a)
they have very limited explanatory power, (b) they do not significantly
affect the coefficients of the scenario variables, and (c) it is better to com-
pare apples with apples, i.e., the individual decision-maker characteristics
variables were not outlined in the court cases.
It can be seen that other than for the lowest occupational grouping,
the notice awards given by the courts were generally higher than those
given by the HR practitioners. For the middle and lower levels without
special situations adversely affecting the HR decisions, the awards under
the two perspectives seem more comparable. However, for the most sen-
ior occupational level, the deviation was as large as 4 to 6 months for an
average case. There are some indications that the overall HR decisions for
senior occupational level employees were less generous, but for the most
junior occupational level, HR practitioners might be a little more lenient.
This could be due to the recognition of the employees’ needs or that the
practitioners just tended to avoid granting the upper and lower end extremes.386 RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES / INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, 2001, VOL. 56, N
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In the next segment, a more sophisticated statistical procedure will be used
to compare the magnitudes of the awards between the two perspectives as
well as the coefficients of the common significant variables.
Since there are more significant variables under the HR model than
the legal model, these extra variables, namely, GENDER, REASON, and
COMPANY FINANCE, were first controlled for. That is, a regression
analysis was run with NOTICE as the dependent variable and these three
variables as the independent variables. The residuals were saved in the
database spreadsheet. The constant term of the regression model was then
added back to the residuals to form the revised NOTICE, which then con-
trolled for the effects of the three independent variables. Since the HR model
uses only occupational level and not the salary variable (which is highly
correlated with occupational level), it is probably justifiable for comparison
TABLE 5
Comparison of Legal and HR Awards Using Average Situations
by Occupational Levels
Occupational Level
1 234
Age (years) 41.6 49.2 45 46.5
Salary (1996$ p.a.) 37619 49241 53123 118928
Service (years) 7.57 10.845 8.731 9.706
Notice Period Awards (in months)
(a) With no special situations for Legal 6.33 10.46 10.13 13.88
(a) labour market, company HR 7.35 9.81 8.87 9.75
(a) finance, or termination reasons
(b) With poor labour market Legal 7.55 11.67 11.35 15.10
(b) conditions HR 8.38 10.84 9.90 10.78
(c) With poor company finance and Legal 6.33 10.46 10.13 13.88
(c) termination due to performance- HR 5.60 8.07 7.13 8.00
(c) related reasons
Note:
1. The top part of the table provides the average age, salary and service descrip-
tions of the real court cases by occupational level. Such information was used
to calculate the awards under the two perspectives (except salary is not used for
the HR model) as shown in the bottom part of the table.
2. As the gender of the employee was found to be significant in the HR model, the
average of the notice for a male and for a female employee was used in calcu-
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purposes to exclude the salary variable from the legal model as well. The
two databases (court decision database and HR survey database) were then
combined, using common variable names for length of service, occupa-
tional level, labour market conditions and age. A dummy variable
HR_DUMMY was introduced with a “1” coded for HR survey cases and
“0” for court cases. The model gives an R
2 of 0.495. The HR_DUMMY
has an unstandardized coefficient of –4.323 (p < 0.001), indicating that for
an average case, the HR notice decision was about 4.3 months lower than
the court decisions. This gives support to H-B2 which expects the notice
awarded by HR practitioners to be shorter. This deviation in the magni-
tude of the awards can be attributed to a few reasons. First, it is possible
that not all HR practitioners are fully aware of the common law decision
criteria. Second, there are always financial and budget constraints with
which HR decision-makers have to be concerned. Also, it is common
knowledge that not all employees paid lower than an average court award
in similar situations will litigate. The employees concerned may not even
know of the general court settlement amounts and if they do, there are still
the questions of time and legal costs involved. So, there is the possibility
that HR practitioners purposely give awards lower than what the court may
give, but not to the extent that the disgruntled employees would seek liti-
gation. This finding lends support to the cost-benefit optimization theory
under the economic or financial approach.
A model with the slope shifters (Jobson 1992), which are interaction
variables created using the HR_DUMMY and other variables, however,
did not result in any significant slope shifting effects, meaning that there
is insufficient evidence to conclude statistically significant differences in
the weights attached to the criteria from the two perspectives.
The implications of the difference in the award magnitude for the two
perspectives mean that employees are often the ones to lose. They are the
party with limited bargaining power because they may still need a good
reference from their past employer and may not be comfortable pursuing
litigation. In terms of legal costs, as compared with an organization’s en-
tire budget, such costs may be insignificant. However, for the terminated
employees, the amount of legal costs will likely come out of their final
severance pay. Even if they know they can get more in court, it may not
be worthwhile to pursue such a course.
For the HR practitioners, the findings indicate that it may be neces-
sary for them to review their decision criteria. As most of the practitioners
want to make reasonable and consistent decisions, it is important that they
justify the difference between their notice decisions and the legal deci-
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fair to the employees and not be involved in unnecessary litigation, per-
haps their awards should be revised upwards.
On the other hand, the difference could also mean that HR practition-
ers might view the court decisions as overly generous. It is also possible
that they would prefer the court also to take into consideration the organi-
zation’s financial situation and the reason for termination. Whether organi-
zations will lobby for legal changes more in line with the efficiency
paradigm and the “employment at will” concept, and how far their influ-
ence may go is not known. Future research, especially longitudinal stud-
ies, should determine if the extent of deviation between the two perspectives
increases or decreases over time, and why.
CONCLUSIONS
In comparing the legal and HR perspectives, it is obvious that HR
decisions involved not only legal considerations, but also economic or fi-
nancial concerns as well as equity issues in the social and moral sense.
That may explain why the notice periods tended to be shorter for organi-
zations with a poor financial situation, and longer for employees termi-
nated for restructuring. Practitioners probably believe they have a greater
moral obligation to help employees with good performance, who are ter-
minated for reasons beyond their control. Another important finding in this
comparison is that, overall, HR awards were less than the legal award de-
cisions. This lends support to the hypothesis that HR practitioners may try
to minimize the transaction cost and may pay less to terminated employees
than the court, knowing that it may not be worth the employee’s time and
money to pursue litigation. However, the true reason for this deviation
should be explored further in future research. If the difference is purely
due to ignorance of the general common-law settlements, then this study
should provide a good reference for practitioners. In any case, it is impor-
tant that the decision-makers, both legal and HR professionals, be able to
justify their decisions and that they be consistent in the application of their
decision criteria. They should also look at each other’s decisions to deter-
mine if a difference should exist, and what the implications of any devia-
tions are. This study is believed to be the first in this area comparing the
two perspectives. More work is certainly required in the long run to un-
derstand the deviations and to see if the perspectives are converging or
diverging over time.389 REASONABLE NOTICE FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL
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RÉSUMÉ
Préavis raisonnable pour congédiement injuste : les décisions des
tribunaux versus celles des ressources humaines
Au Canada, une plainte pour congédiement injuste est un recours de
droit commun pour des employés non syndiqués qui cherchent à être com-
pensés lorsqu’ils ont été congédiés sans cause juste. De tels congédiements
peuvent survenir dans plusieurs situations, allant du congédiement
attribuable aux performances de l’employé au congédiement attribuable à
des motifs économiques. Dans de telles situations, l’employeur doit payer
une indemnité de fin d’emploi dont la composante principale correspond
au délai de préavis raisonnable ou encore à l’indemnité qui le remplace.
L’indemnité de fin d’emploi est un sujet qui prend beaucoup d’importance,
surtout pour les organisations qui cherchent à être plus compétitives en
réduisant leurs effectifs et en procédant à des restructurations majeures.
La détermination du délai de préavis raisonnable est importante à la fois
pour les employeurs, les conseillers juridiques, les praticiens de ressour-
ces humaines et les employés. Pourtant, peu de recherches ont été effec-
tuées sur le sujet. Cette étude vise donc à pousser plus loin la réflexion
dans ce domaine en identifiant les déterminants du délai de préavis
raisonnable pour deux groupes de décideurs, à savoir les juristes et les pro-
fessionnels de ressources humaines.
Bien que la plupart des décisions portant sur l’indemnité de fin d’em-
ploi ne fassent pas l’objet d’un litige, les décisions juridiques rendues doi-
vent recevoir une attention particulière car elles influencent nécessairement
les décisions des professionnels de ressources humaines. L’analyse de cette
jurisprudence forme la première partie de l’étude. La deuxième partie se
concentre plutôt sur les décisions des professionnels de ressources humai-
nes. Afin d’analyser ces décisions complexes, un cadre de référence
multidisciplinaire a été nécessaire puisque dans le domaine du travail, plu-
sieurs forces exercent simultanément leurs influences, notamment les
considérations juridiques, économiques et sociales. La dernière partie de
l’étude fait une comparaison entre les perspectives juridiques et des
ressources humaines afin de mettre en évidence leurs différences ou leurs
similitudes.
Pour effectuer l’analyse de la perspective juridique, un total de 132
cas de congédiements injustes provenant de l’Alberta entre 1970 et 1996
ont été analysés. Les facteurs examinés sont la durée de service continu,
l’âge, le niveau professionnel, le salaire, le sexe, la situation du marché du
travail, le rendement du salarié, le rendement organisationnel, les efforts
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spécificités des industries et l’année où la décision a été rendue. Les résul-
tats ont confirmé que la durée de service continu, l’âge, le salaire, le niveau
professionnel et la situation du marché du travail étaient des facteurs
significatifs. Contrairement aux études précédentes, l’année de la décision
ne constituait pas un facteur critique. Quelques évidences se sont égale-
ment manifestées à partir des différences observées entre les industries,
particulièrement pour l’industrie de la construction et pour les organisa-
tions gouvernementales ou quasi-gouvernementales, mais d’autres
corroborations seraient nécessaires.
Afin d’analyser la perspective des ressources humaines, quatre appro-
ches théoriques ont été utilisées pour établir les hypothèses concernant les
déterminants du délai de préavis raisonnable, à savoir les processus déci-
sionnels juridique, économique et financier, social, et individuel. Il est
important de souligner que les théories appartenant à chacune des appro-
ches ne sont pas mutuellement exclusives. Des entretiens semi-dirigés ont
été menés auprès d’un échantillon représentatif de praticiens en ressour-
ces humaines et l’information qualitative recueillie a notamment été utili-
sée pour formuler des hypothèses et pour concevoir l’enquête visant à
comprendre les politiques organisationnelles. Cette enquête a mis en scène
trente scénarios combinant les valeurs de onze facteurs susceptibles d’exer-
cer une influence. Parmi ces onze facteurs, se retrouvent les cinq facteurs
significatifs identifiés au cours de l’analyse de la perspective juridique (la
durée de service continu, l’âge, le niveau professionnel, le salaire et la si-
tuation du marché du travail) et six autres facteurs, à savoir (1) le risque
de litige avec l’employé que comporte la décision, (2) la situation finan-
cière de l’entreprise, (3) les motifs du congédiement (relié au rendement
de l’employé ou non), (4) l’intérêt que l’entreprise témoigne à ses employés,
(5) le préjudice subi par l’employé et (6) le sexe des employés. Les parti-
cipants à l’étude sont des membres de deux associations professionnelles
en ressources humaines de l’Alberta. Ces derniers ont été invités à rendre
une décision pour chacun des trente scénarios et à fournir quelques infor-
mations personnelles et organisationnelles ayant guidées leur analyse. Des
régressions multiples ont été effectuées sur les 149 réponses reçues.
Les déterminants dans la fixation du délai de préavis raisonnable iden-
tifiés par les professionnels de ressources humaines sont la durée de ser-
vice continu, le niveau professionnel (salaire), l’âge, la situation du marché
du travail, la situation financière de l’entreprise et les motifs du congédie-
ment. Le sexe n’a pas été identifié comme étant un facteur significatif.
Parmi les caractéristiques des répondants, la décision d’offrir une indem-
nité de préavis a été positivement associée à l’expérience en ressources
humaines, à la taille de l’organisation et à l’objectif principal d’éviter un
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accordaient le plus d’importance était la durée de service continu. Les ré-
sultats confirment donc la complexité des décisions de ressources humaines
puisqu’ils démontrent que plusieurs perspectives théoriques, les perspec-
tives juridique, économique et financière ainsi que sociale, influencent les
décideurs de ressources humaines dans la détermination du délai de préavis
raisonnable.
La comparaison entre les perspectives juridique et des ressources
humaines met en valeur quelques découvertes intéressantes. Bien que la
durée du service continu, l’âge, la situation du marché du travail et le statut
d’emploi, en termes de salaire ou de niveau professionnel, se sont avérés
significatifs dans les deux modèles, seule la perspective des ressources
humaines a jugé que des facteurs comme la performance des entreprises et
les motifs du congédiement sont déterminants. Cela confirme que des en-
jeux financiers et de justice sociale sont pris en considération par les pro-
fessionnels de ressources humaines, en plus des considérations juridiques.
De plus, la combinaison des deux bases de données a indiqué que pour un
cas moyen, les décisions des professionnels de ressources humaines sur le
délai de préavis étaient environ 4,3 mois inférieur aux délais octroyés par
le tribunal. Il s’agit d’un appui important à l’hypothèse voulant que les
praticiens de ressources humaines essaient de réduire au minimum les coûts
de transaction et payent moins les salariés congédiés que ce que le tribu-
nal accorderait, sachant que le temps et l’argent que le salarié perdrait se-
raient considérables si le litige se poursuivait. Si la différence entre les
deux modèles n’est attribuable qu’à l’ignorance des règles générales de
droit commun, cette étude peut donc fournir une bonne référence aux
praticiens. De plus, les deux groupes de professionnels doivent être en me-
sure de justifier leurs décisions et être cohérents dans l’application de leurs
critères de décision. Ils doivent également s’inspirer des décisions de chacun
afin de déterminer si une différence doit exister et être conscient des im-
plications de ces différences. Cette étude, en comparant les deux modèles
de décision, est le premier pas effectué dans ce domaine. D’autres re-
cherches sont nécessaires à long terme pour comprendre ces différences et
déterminer si les deux modèles de décisions convergent ou divergent dans
le temps.